European Citizens’ Consultations
Citizens’ Panel Flowchart

**Plenary:**
all 96 European citizens participating in the Panel

**Groups:**
division of the 96 citizens into 7 groups according to interpretation availability

**Facilitators:**
moderators of the group discussions and event co-organisers

**Polling experts:**
representatives from Kantar Public with expertise in drafting survey questions

**Group representatives:**
one or two citizens from each group nominated to report on the group’s discussions

*At least three open questions were required*

---

**Day 1**

Starting point

- Topics identified
- 6 topics pinned
- 6 first topics approved
- 14 new topics identified

**Session on the topics discussed**

- Group representatives and facilitators report on discussions to polling experts
- Questions drafted
- 12 topics approved
- 13 questions approved
- 39 questions

**Day 2**

- Merits of each question discussed
- 12 top questions selected
- Top-voted questions selected (10 closed, 2 open)
- One extra open question selected*

**12 topics approved**
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